Suggested rule change

CLPs to have the right to submit a rule change AND a contemporary issue
Rulebook 2010. Section B. Chapter 3. Rule 3C Procedural rules for party conference. Conference Rule 2
- agenda. Clause 2C
The last two sentences of Clause 2C reads as follows: ‘Alternatively, a constitutional amendment on
one subject only may be submitted in writing. Contemporary issues and constitutional amendments must
be received by the General Secretary at the offices of the Party by the closing date determined by the
NEC.’
Amendment
Delete ‘Alternatively’ and replace by ‘also’.
Supporting arguments
The right of CLPs and affiliated organisations to amend the Party’s Constitution is an important
democratic right. There should be no restriction on this right. At present, CLPs and affiliated
organisations can submit either a rule amendment or a ‘contemporary issue’, but not both. This is an
arbitary and unnecessary restriction, since there is no link whatsoever between rule changes and
‘contemporary issues’. The above rule change would remove this unreasonable restriction.

Closing date for constitutional amendments: 30 July 2010

Suggested rule change

Ministers to be ineligible to serve on CAC
The Labour Party Rule Book 2010. Section B. Chapter 4 Elections of national officers of the party and
national committees. C Procedural rules for elections for national committees. 1B Election of
Conference Arrangements Committee. Sub clause ii reads as follows:
Every affiliated organisation and CLP may
nominate an eligible member of the party for a
seat on the CAC.

Amendment
Add at end: ‘Members of the government (when the Party is in power) and members of the Parliamentary
Committee (when the Party is in opposition) are ineligible to stand for the CAC.’
Supporting arguments
The CLPs have two seats on the Conference Arrangements Committee (CAC) and for many years these were
occupied by rank and file members. In recent years, however, they have often been filled by government ministers.
To operate as it should, the CAC must always be independent. Most controversial issues at conference relate to
government policy and this puts the ministers in an impossible position. They cannot serve two masters. They are
always under pressure to follow the government line, rather than the democratic interest of the delegates. This
rule change would prevent such a clash of interests.

Closing date for constitutional amendments: 30 July 2010

Suggested rule change

More NEC seats for CLPs
National Executive Committee: Representation of Scotland and Wales
The Labour Party Rule Book 2010. Section B. Chapter 4 Elections of national officers of the party and
national committees. C Procedural rules for elections for national committees. 1A Election of the
National Executive Committee. Sub clause ic reads as follows:
Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
Line 4
Line 5
Line 6
Line 7
Line 8
Line 9
Line 10

Division III (CLPs) shall consist of six
members, at least three of whom
shall be women, to be nominated by
their own CLP and at least two other
CLPs. The ballot for these places shall
be conducted among all eligible
individual members of the party by
means of a national one-memberone-vote postal ballot conducted to
guidelines laid down by the NEC.

Amendment
Line 1: Delete: ‘six’ and insert: ‘eight’
Line 2: Delete: ‘three’ and insert: ‘four’
Line 5: After ‘ballot for’ insert: ‘six of’
Line 9: After ‘ballot.’ insert: ‘There shall be two separate ballots for the two remaining places, one in
Scotland and one in Wales. They shall be conducted among all
eligible individual members of the
party in Scotland and Wales respectively by means of a one-member-one-vote postal ballot. All three
ballots to be’
Supporting Arguments
The Scottish and Wales Labour Parties have a separate identity to that in the English Regions and each
has its own General Secretary. In addition the Scottish and Welsh parties now monitor the work of the
Labour Groups in the Scottish parliament and Welsh Assembly. There is therefore a strong case for
automatic representation on the NEC from Scotland and Wales.
Our suggested rule change increases CLP representation from six to eight. It would redress the loss of a
seat from seven to six which CLPs suffered in 1997 when Partnership in Power was first introduced.
Closing date for constitutional amendments: 30 July 2010

Suggested rule change

Four plus four should equal eight
The Labour Party Rule Book 2010, Section B, Chapter 3 Party Conference, 3C (Procedural rules for Party
Conference), Conference Rule 2 – agenda, Clause 2C reads as follows:
‘All affiliated organisations and CLPs may submit one contemporary issue which is not substantially addressed by
reports of the NEC or NPF to Conference . The CAC shall determine whether the issues meet these criteria and
submit all issues received to a priorities ballot at the start of conference. The ballot will be divided into two
sections. One section for CLPs and one section for trade unions and other affiliated organisations. At least the
four priorities selected by CLPs will be time-tabled for debate, as will at least the first four priorities selected by
Trade Unions and other affiliated organisations. Issues must be in writing, on one subject only and in ten words or
less and may be supported by an explanation of why the issue should be prioritised. Alternatively, a constitutional
amendment on one subject only may be submitted in writing. Contemporary issues and constitutional
amendments must be received by the General Secretary at the offices of the party by the closing date determined
by the NEC.’

Amendment
Replace the words ‘At least the four priorities selected by CLPs will be time-tabled for debate, as will at least the
first four priorities selected by Trade Unions and other affiliated organisations’ with:
‘At least the first four priorities selected by Trade Unions and other affiliated organisations will be time-tabled for
debate, as will at least the first four priorities (excluding those selected by the Trade Unions and other affiliated
organisations) selected by CLPs

Supporting Arguments
Partnership in Power structures introduced in 1997 limited members’ direct input into conference to only four
subjects. In practice these were chosen by the unions. Thanks mainly to union dissatisfaction with the way
conference was being ‘managed’, the 2003 conference passed a rule change which provided for four subjects also
to be chosen by the CLPs. But when it came to voting for priorities, CLP delegates were pressurised first by
ministers in ‘briefing’ sessions, then by party officials when collecting their ballot papers, that they should vote
for the priorities chose by the unions because there would not be time to debate more than four subjects. The
result has been that, in most years since, only one additional subject has been debated. The New Labour Plan to
avoid debate and the possibility of the platform’s defeat on controversial subjects was therefore largely achieved.
This rule change would ensure that eight subjects are debated every year, four chosen by the trade unions and
four additional subjects chosen by the CLPs. This would increase the role of CLPs and the influence of annual
conference, the party’s sovereign body.

Closing date for constitutional amendments: 30 July 2010

Suggested rule change

Ending the delay before rule changes are timetabled
The Labour Party Rule Book 2010, Section B, Chapter 3 Party Conference, Section C Procedural rules for party
conference, Conference rule 2 - Agenda.
Amendment
At end create a new clause I as follows: ‘All constitutional amendments submitted by affiliated organisations and
CLPs that are accepted as in order shall be timetabled for debate at the first annual party conference following
their submission.’

Supporting Arguments
The procedure outlined in this rule amendment was precisely the procedure for changing the Party’s constitution
up until 1968. At the 1968 Conference it was agreed to adopt a convention so that in future all rule change
proposals from trade unions and from CLPs (but not from the NEC) should be subject to a year’s delay before
being timetabled. The idea was that this would enable the NEC to examine the proposals in detail and at length
and then make a considered response to the following year’s conference. The NEC’s detailed response would then
be timetabled at Conference alongside the rule change proposal. This convention may have been well intentioned
but in practice the NEC invariably only gives cursory attention to their proposals and their response is usually
one line.
The closing date for submitting rule amendments is normally early June and the annual conference is not until
late September. Under the above proposed rule change the NEC would therefore have nearly 4 months to give the
issue their attention; they do not need another whole year. All the 1968 convention does is annoy and frustrate the
unions and the CLPs. It is well past its ‘sell by’ date.

Closing date for constitutional amendments: 30 July 2010

Suggested rule change

Time for a new Clause IV
The Labour Party Rule Book 2010, Section B, Chapter 1Clause IV (Aims and Values)
Delete whole clause and replace with the following:

‘ The Labour Party is a socialist party committed to democracy, human rights and the promotion of human welfare.
Labour recognises that the capitalist economic system based on the private ownership of the means of production,
distribution, and the accompanying financial system, has historically provided for an expansion of output and hence a
basis for higher living standards. It has, nevertheless, always been associated with successive booms and slumps,
periodic mass unemployment, social deprivation and gross inequalities in the distribution of wealth, income and
opportunities for social improvement. Capitalism is motivated by the pursuit of private profit. This motivation can
sometimes stimulate initiative and enterprise. It can also lead to catastrophic downturns in economic activity and has
been an important factor contributing to war.
Socialism, based upon the public ownership of key sectors of the economy, control of the financial system, and the
democratic participation of the workforce in the setting and checking of objectives, would provide the basis for
steadier expansion, higher living standards, much less inequality and the elimination of periodic mass unemployment.
We recognise that private trade and enterprise will continue to occupy an important role in distribution, services,
many sectors of manufacturing and some financial services. We are committed to providing an economic and social
framework within which private firms will be able to prosper and contribute to public welfare.
We seek at all times to promote economic progress, sustained employment, and social security affecting health,
pensions and disabilities. We will work for equal rights for all regardless of race, gender, class, age, disability, sexual
preference or religion. We recognise the important role of trade unions in protecting and advancing the interests of
working people and hence are committed to good international standards on trade union rights, including recognition,
collective bargaining, workers’ participation in decisions affecting their welfare, and employment rights, including
rights in the conduct of disputes.
Similarly, we recognise the importance of cooperative principles in productive industry, distribution, in the provision
of mortgages for housing and in other areas of activity. We encourage the application of cooperative principles.
Labour is committed to the maintenance and strengthening of democracy, in which government at all levels is elected
by and held accountable to the people.
On the basis of these principles Labour seeks the support of the public, and encourages public participation in
democratic discussion and the machinery of politics.’

Supporting Arguments
The worst economic crisis since the early 1930s has shown that our Party must shake off the previously neoliberal ideology that has gripped many of our parliamentarians, not to mention the Tory and Lib Dem parties.
This ideology encompasses a naive and 19th century belief in the efficacy of the ‘invisible hand of the market.’
This ideology has also meant deference to the City financiers and bankers and to the private sector in general,
together with a neglect of manufacturing. Labour will never prosper by being a watered down version of the Lib
Dems or Tories. Our Party can only prosper on the basis of the aims and values which have always sustained us
and which always will. We have tried to set out these aims and values in our rewritten Clause IV. If your CLP
feels it can improve on our wording then please amend it.

Closing date for constitutional amendments: 30 July 2010

